Defective escape mutants of HIV.
The virological literature presents two broad types of defective virus mutants that can alter the outcome of viral infection. In some infections, defective interfering particles reduce the replication of wild-type virus and lead to an attenuated or persistent infection. In other cases, very specific and highly pathogenic defective mutants lead to virulent disease in the presence of a much less pathogenic but replication-competent helper virus. Here, we outline the theoretical possibility that defective mutants of HIV, which escape from some of the immune responses directed at the wild-type virus, can have a positive effect on total virus growth in HIV infections. The high error rate of HIV may generate many mutants that have some altered epitope (escape mutants), but at the cost of greatly reduced or completely impaired reproductive abilities. If these mutants retain some ability to impair immune cell function, then the production of such "defective escape" mutants may enhance overall virus reproduction. This will be illustrated by a mathematical model.